
  

 

 
CTI-TC Monthly Meeting - Notes 

 

Meeting Date: March 28, 2017 

Time: CTI TC Weekly Working Session-  11:00 AM US EDT   Tuesday, March 
21, 2017 

Purpose: CTI TC Weekly Working Session 

 

     Attendees: 

  
Company Name 

Kingfisher Operations, April Darley, Trey 

Symantec Corp. Jordan, Bret 

MITRE Corporation John Wunder 

MITRE Corporation Gong, Nicole 

CIS Sarah Kelly 

MITRE Alex Tweed 

MITRE Corporation Rich Piazza 

MITRE Corporation Ivan Kirillov 
MITRE Corporation Jon Baker 

Logistics Management Institute Gus Creedon 

NC4 Mark Davidson 

US Department of Defense (DoD) Gary Katz 

 
Agenda: 

- Review of public comments against STIX 2.0  
- Review additional editorial errata 
- Final review of Intel Note prior to finalizing it 
- Review of confidence scales, which have changed recently 

 
High-level Summary: 

 
Topics: STIX 2.0 Errata, Intel Note finalization, Confidence scales 

 STIX 2.0 Errata  
o Strong consensus: comments 1, 2, 3, and 4 should be accepted 
o Strong consensus: comments 11 and 12 should be rejected, with an additional 

clarification added to the type to clear up that it's not a STIX extension 
o The other comments were all about examples and were not discussed 

 Intel note finalization  
o Strong consensus: identity should be an identifier  

 Some support from Gary, some mixed from JMG, no other objections 
o Other text will be reviewed after the call  
o Strong consensus: intel note is ready to be done 

 Confidence scales  
o No decision  

 Not a lot of discussion 
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 Gary will review with his analysts 
 

Action Items: 

- John will send the public review comments to the list to verify our agreement and get agreement 
on examples 

- Gary will send the editors a threat actor example 
- Gary will review the confidence scale image (attached here) with his analysts 
- The Intel Note domain object will be brought up on the next TC call to approve as a consensus 

item  

 
Meeting Notes (detail):  

 
Review of public comments against STIX 2.0: 

John Wunder 

 John went through the list of the comments 

 
 

#  Comment Discussions 
1 Add an optional 

“hash” property 
to the external-
reference type to 
capture the hash 

of the reference 
content 

Comment # 1: Provided by John-Mark 
Response: we didn't have this capability in the STIX type.   An 
external reference type right now we have source name, description, 
reference, and external ID. The idea was if you provide URL, you 
either operationally or you have to provide a hash value, that's what 

things have to decided, the hash value is operational, or required if 
URL is provided. 

John Mark: I am perfectly fine with that being optional, being 
required seems bit of difficult for someone just doing an update 
Gary agrees that as longer as its optional that is fine. Where we ran 
into trouble with hash in the past is specifically with JSON. Where 
you can represent the same data, then have the hash not match. It 
makes sense that being optional 
John Mark: External reference usually references to URL hopefully, 
the URL does not change, so JSON should be stable 
Everyone agreed: operational is fine in 2.0  
John Wunder is asking if anyone thinks we should not add in 2.0? 
John noted that any changes we are making must go through public 
review 

  Consensus on operational hash value in 2.0, John recommended that 
we do it same way as Cyber Observable 

2 Change examples 
currently used in 

Last conversation on slack suggested all the examples to change to 
something other than MD5, except for one. Leave one example, so people 
can see it 
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MD5 to use same 

other hash, 
Given that MD5 

is not secure. 

John-Mark is fine with the solution: leaving one MD5 as an example 
No objection 

3 Updated the 
participants list 

That’s something we must do, so comment accepted 

4 Updated section 
5.1.2 to correct 

data marking 
indicate that they 

can’t have 
relationships 

We have copy pasted the data marking description from the top-level 
object. This maybe a type, for section 4.1.2. Suggestion was to not have the 
relationships; you can’t have relationships.  
No objection. This change was done for 2.1 already. Change Accepted 

 
 ….  

11 X509 extension is 

named 
inconsistently: 
most other 
extension is 
“foo_ext”, this 
one is “x509-v3-
extensions-type” 

X509 has its own concept of extension, they add extensions to capture 
extra properties. This is not an issue; it is an extension to capture additional 
property. We didn’t make it formal extension in the cyber observable this is 
just a type. We should just explain that this is not a STIX extension, but just 
a type. 
 
Ivan is ok to addition some explanation for clarification. This is a type not 
formal extension 
 
So, this comment should be rejected, with an additional clarification added 
to the type to clear up that it's not a STIX extension 
 

12 X509 property 
table 

Comment rejected. Similar resolution for this comment 

13 Timestamps  Those are examples, the next 5 comments are all examples, we can go 
through it offline 

 
John Wunder 

 About public review period, if you want to get other people to comment on, 

please do it soon, remind everyone to review, and the period is ending soon, 

perhaps the 6th of April.  

 If they are not in the TC particularly, please get their comments. 
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 The public review is meant to get comments on the changes, not looking for 

comments for the whole document. We are not allowed to accept the 

comments are not related the changes now. 

 Next -- 2.1 topic Intel Note 

Sarah Kelley -- Intel note finalization: 

 We are close to be done, there is one exception that it may relate to the 

Opinion Object. The opinion object will be discussed at 3:00 o’clock meeting 

 So, the Intel note is pretty much done, we have one minor change. The 
“author” field here, it was originally a “string” type, and then the previous call, 
the consensus was to change it to a type identifier object. So, I’d like to bring 
this up again, ask everyone about this field: should it be a “string” or a 
“reference identifier object”? 

 Alan thinks it should be string, so it makes easier. There is some overhead if 

we make it identifier object, I think Terry McDonald mentioned it in the slack 

 Does anyone think why it should not be this? Should we go back to string, 

please speak now. 
Gary Katz 

 I think it should be reference identified. So, it makes easier. It takes little more 
work, but you don’t confuse in the situations that two people have the same 

name or miss identifying someone. People know exactly who that is 
 I prefer it to be Identifier 

JMG 

 (Not sure? Could not hear) 
John Wunder 

 That’s a good point, I have added some text to describe these two things. So, 
after the call, please go to the working concept document, and read these two 
descriptions, if you read the description, you would know what Intel note is. 
Then you would understand how “Author” field is different.  Just want to 
make everything clear, so we can move to 2.1 text. 

Sarah 

 Then intel note is pretty much done, no objection 

 So, all sounds good 
John Wunder 

 

 Last topic: Confidence scales  

 There are some over laps with afternoon call, so hopefully there would be people will 
be on both call 

 John is Sharing a diagram: (need the diagram here) 

 Top scale 

 The issues with these ranges is that they don’t add up to 100 
 Web scale 

 We can make clear in documentation. 

 Any comments on which one? 
 DNI scale 

Gary Kates 
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 Will send to analytic team to get some feedbacks 
 Will go back to check 

 No one comments on 

 Agenda for the afternoon, and this will be discussed again in the afternoon 
 

o No decision  
 Not a lot of discussion 
 Gary will review with his analysts 

Sarah 
 The other thing is about the Opinion field; people feel strongly need a 

description field. 
John Wunder 

 If Gary can make the afternoon, we would like to hear you. Gary will try to 
make at least first ½ hour. 

 Let’s end earlier.  
 We need to do better jobs tracking the actions and what was the decisions 

and consensus. 

 Thank you everybody 
 

 
 
********************************************************************  

Meeting Terminated 


